
 ‘Tatterdays’ at The Lacemaker
 Join us as we embark on a new adventure for tatters. For 2011, we have put together 
5 events specifically for the tatting community. All levels of experience in shuttle or needle 
tatting, especially beginners, are welcome. The only requisite is to be comfortable making 
rings and chains
 
 For those who do not yet know how to tat, beginner classes are offered also, please 
call The Lacemaker to make arrangements for class time. 

 The gatherings will be at The Lacemaker  in Cortland, on Saturdays, from 10 am to 4 
pm and presided over by our resident instructor, Marjorie Preece. 
 The cost for each is $30.00, only $25.00 if the deposit arrives 2 weeks before the event 
day. Space is limited so sign up early.

 February 5  Seasonal Tatting
 Find out how many ways you can use small pieces of tatting to create note cards, pins, 
amulets and simple gifts with seasonal themes. (Early bird ends January 22)

 April 2  Tat-In
 Join us as we celebrate International Tatting Day with Our Lady of the Chain. Drop in 
and do some tatting, see what others are tatting or discover just what tatting can be. Informal 
social event with light refreshments, no charge for this day.

 June 4  Self Closing Mock Ring
 What are they and why would we use them? Come explore this modern technique to 
create rings in unlikely places. (Early bird ends May 21)

 September 17 A Tatted Harvest
 Create a tatting dolly based on the corn dolly shape. Tat small pieces and motifs, in-
cluding some veggies, to build this reflection of the autumn tatting harvest. (Early bird ends Sept 3)

 November 19 Tat-a-Palooza 2, The Last Stitch Effort
 The Empress and the Queen - Josephine knots and Victorian sets. 
 The exclusive 2011 Palooza and a day of exploring the tatting frontier. (Early bird ends Nov 5)
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